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Home care workers announce victory
in historic Minnesota union election
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Fast food workers walk out
again for better pay

By Barb Kucera, Editor,
Workday Minnesota
Minnesota’s home care
workers etched a new chapter
in the state’s history August 26,
by winning the biggest union
recognition vote ever in Minnesota. Their win places home
care workers alongside miners
who organized the Iron Range,
truck drivers who shut down
Minneapolis in 1934, and
women who led landmark
strikes by teachers in 1946 and
1970 and by nurses in 1984.
Ballots were mailed to
26,000 home care workers
Aug. 1. When the state Bureau
of Mediation Services counted
them, 60 percent of those voting (3,542 out of a total vote of
5,872) chose SEIU Healthcare
Minnesota to represent them.
“Despite every obstacle put
in our way, we stuck to our
promise to keep fighting until
we were able to exercise our
democratic right to let home
care workers decide for themselves whether to form a
union,” said Sumer Spika, a St.
Paul home care worker.
To gain the right to organize, the workers mobilized to
push the legislature to change
state law. They endured court
challenges bankrolled by the
National Right to Work Foundation. Workers knocked on
hundreds of doors and engaged
in thousands of conversations
to gain support for the union.
They celebrated August 26
when the results were announced before a large crowd
at the Minnesota AFL-CIO
Labor Pavilion at the
Minnesota State Fair.
“After years of struggle just
to get a vote, today we are so
excited to have won our
union!” said Rosemary Van
Vickle, a Crosby home care
worker. “With our collective
voice, we will be stronger in
our fight for improvements for
both workers and the people
we serve.”

Key issues in SEIU’s organizing drive were better pay and
benefits for home care workers,
more access to training and
improved quality of care for
their clients.
The workers will now begin
the process of negotiating with
the state on those issues. The
members of the union are personal care assistants and other
home care workers providing
direct support services through
client-directed, governmentfunded programs.
“When workers voted yes
for their union, they were voting ‘Yes’ for a better life not
only for themselves, but also
for families like mine,” said
Nikki Villavicencio, a home
care recipient from Maplewood
who attended the press conference with her husband and
daughter. “The high turnover in
this field, from the low pay and
lack of benefits, causes turmoil
for families. When we undervalue the workers, we undervalue families like mine. With
a voice through a union, we are
confident we will finally see
the changes needed to make
this work invisible no more!”
The home care workers’
efforts echoed the struggles of
the past. Miners on Minnesota’s Iron Range were subjected to decades of attacks by
employers and law enforcement before finally winning
union representation in the
1930s. Bloody battles by Minneapolis truckers and warehouse workers in 1934 –
including four workers who
were killed – were among the
factors that led to passage of
the country’s most sweeping
labor law, the National Labor
Relations Act, in 1935.
Teachers whose work was
undervalued walked out of
their classrooms in St. Paul in
1946 and Minneapolis in 1970
in illegal strikes that eventually
led to huge reforms in public
education and public sector

Jane Conrad and Sumer
Spiks embrace upon hearing
they won the election.
(Workday Minnesota photo)
labor law. A strike by Minnesota nurses in 1984 drew
national attention to the problems facing workers in health
care and female workers in particular.
SEIU Minnesota’s new bargaining unit could contain up
to all 26,000 workers, but joining is voluntary – as are dues.
That’s because a recent U.S.
Supreme Court decision outlawed even “fair share” payments by non-union members
in an unionized workplace of
home care workers. But the
win is still one of the largest in
the U.S. in years.
“Today, working women
and men throughout Minnesota
have taken an historic first step
to unite their voices to make
home care jobs good jobs that
can sustain a family,” said
SEIU President Mary Kay
Henry. “Now more than ever,
Americans are not waiting for
change, we are coming together and rising up to demand it.
Nowhere is that change more
overdue or more urgent than
within home care.”
SEIU noted the Minnesota
home care workers are mostly
women, middle-aged and live
near poverty. It said more than
40 percent of direct-care workers in the state – including the
home care workers – earn so
little that they must rely on
public assistance, such as food
stamps or Medicaid, plus their
pay, to survive.

By Mark Gruenberg (PAI), Barb Kucera (Workday
Minnesota), and John Wojcik, Teresa Albano
and Roberta Wood (People’s World)
Three days after Labor Day fast food workers walked out,
leaving jobs at McDonald's, KFC, Burger King, Domino’s and
Wendy’s restaurants in more than 150 cities. They demand a living wage of $15 an hour and the right to organize without
employer interference, firing, harassment and labor law-breaking. In some cities, home health care workers joined them.
Walkouts occurred in Chicago, New York, Los Angeles,
Philadelphia, Detroit, the Twin Cities and 145 other sites. For
the first time, workers walked out in Little Rock, Ark.,
Rochester, N.Y., and Tucson, Ariz., among other cities.
In line with a decision at their nationwide convention in
Chicago earlier this year, the workers also engaged in peaceful
civil disobedience to dramatize their plight and mistreatment by
the profitable chains. Some two dozen workers were arrested in
Chicago on Sept. 4, along with 52 in Detroit, 21 in New York
City and several in Little Rock, among other cities.
The walkout was the latest in a series of 1-day fast food worker protests that began in New York in late 2012. Supported by
national unions, the workers demand decent wages and working
hours and the right to organize. At the Chicago meeting earlier
this year, the fast food workers also voted to form their own
union.
Most fast food workers make at or near the federal minimum
wage of $7.25 hourly. They average $8.69 hourly nationwide,
but often earn less due to wage theft. University of California
labor researchers estimate 87 percent of fast food workers
receive no health benefits from their employer. More than half
of fast food workers must seek food stamps and other public
assistance to feed their families.
In contrast, the CEO of McDonald’s makes more than $9,000
an hour, according to analysis by the personal finance website,
NerdWallet.
In turn, the fast food workers are part of a larger nationwide
movement of low-wage workers – retail workers, “independent
contractor” truckers, warehouse workers, Wal-Mart workers and
others – who have had it with the low wages, no benefits and
lousy working conditions employers force upon them.
They’ve hit the streets, raising the visibility of the yawning
chasm between the 1 percent, which includes fast food CEOs,
and everyone else.
In the Twin Cities, at 6 a.m., about a dozen strikers and scores
of supporters marched to the McDonald’s at 1440 Stinson Blvd.
in Minneapolis, filling the restaurant.
“A lot of us work really hard
and we don’t get paid enough,”
worker Washington Griffin told
the crowd.
Added fellow worker
Eneida Jaimes: “I am fighting
for my daughters’ futures. I
want them to be able to go to
college and for that I need to be
paid more than poverty
wages.”
In Chicago, more than 20
workers were arrested outside a Home care workers announced August 26 at the State Fair that they had won their
See Fast food...page 7
union election with SEIU with 60% of the vote. (SEIU Healthcare Minnesota photo)

Library to host series on U.S. Constitution
Over the next month The
Duluth Public Library, along
with the League of Women
Voters and the Minnesota
Humanities Commission, will
host a four program series
“Toward a More Perfect
Union: talking about the U.S.
Constitution”
One of the most basic documents on which America is
founded is too often used as a
tool against political adversaries rather than as a path to a
shared connection for citizens.
The programs will seek to
find that shared connection
with segments from the PBS
series Constitution USA with
Peter Sagal discussing three
articles of the Constitution.
Here’s the lineup:
A More Perfect Union –

Federal vs. State Rights
Monday, Sept. 22, 6:30–
8:15 pm Main Library Green
Room, 520 W. Superior St.
It’s a Free Country–The
Bill of Rights: Privacy and
Freedom of Speech
Monday, Oct. 13, 6:30–
8:15 pm West Duluth Branch
Library/Evergreen
Senior
Center, 5380 Grand Ave.
Built to Last–A Balance of
Power: Executive, Legislative,
Judicial Checks and Balances
Monday, Oct. 27, 6:30–
8:30 pm Main Library Green
Room, 520 W. Superior St. In
addition to the regular discussion, a Constitutional expert
will be on hand to answer questions.
Movie: 1776
Saturday, Oct. 18, 1:00 pm

Time to sign up for Labor
Bowl(ing) Sat., Sept. 27
Coming up Saturday, Sept. 27 from 5-8 p.m. is Labor Bowl
at Incline Station, 601 West Superior St., with proceeds this year
going to support the Community Services Member Emergency
Fund. Last year, nearly $4,300 in assistance was given through
the Fund to working families and laid off members for help with
utility bill shut-off, evictions, foreclosures, groceries, transportation, and assistance with emergency home repairs.
Besides the fun of bowling and getting together with friends
and union brothers and sisters, you’ll have a chance to bid on
great gift baskets, a 50/50 drawing and more.
You get bowling shoes, pizza, pop and three games of bowling for only $25. Get your team of four together for $100 or join
an existing team. Kids are welcome too! There will be bumper
bowling for those who need it, including Gutter Queens/Kings.
Arrive at 5:00 to get your team set to bowl at 5:30.
Register with Lynette Swanberg, Community Services
Director, 726-4775 or commservices@unitedway duluth.org
If you are unable to make it to bowl donations or help putting together gift baskets for drawings would be appreciated.
Thanks to the Duluth AFL-CIO and United Way of Greater
Duluth partnership, our Community Services program is here to
serve working families in our community, giving resources, time
and talent. They hope (and need) to see you on September 27 at
the Incline Station to lend your support while having fun!

I.U.O.E. Local 70
Monthly Arrowhead Regional Meeting
Tuesday, Oct. 14, 2014, 5:00 P.M.
Duluth Labor Center, Hall B
Dave Monsour, Business Manager, (651) 646-4566

Main Library Gold Room, 520
W. Superior St. This 1972
musical stars William Daniels,
Howard da Silva, Ken Howard
and Blythe Danner. The screenplay by Peter Stone was based
on the 1969 stage musical.
Some of the dialogue and song
lyrics are taken from letters and
memoirs of participants of the
Second Continental Congress.

Rest In Peace

Keith Gagnon

Minnesota’s new free trade
survey needs workers’ input
By Josh Wise, Minnesota Fair Trade Coalition
Last year our Minnesota Fair Trade Coalition with community support lobbied the state legislature to revive the Trade
Policy Advisory Council. This year the council has met twice,
and has decided to survey Minnesotans about how free trade is
affecting them. The survey is now online at this link:
http://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/1747625/TPAC-FTC
WE NEED YOUR HELP TO SPREAD THE WORD! This
survey is being sent to businesses and the community. We must
make sure that the voice for fair trade is the dominant voice in
the survey results! Please do the following:
1. Email this link to your members with the following note:
“Free Trade Agreements like NAFTA have sent good paying
jobs overseas, wreaked havoc on our environment and
destroyed our communities. The State of Minnesota, Trade
Policy Advisory Council is conducting a survey to find out
Minnesotans’ views on free trade agreements. Please take a
minute and tell them that free trade doesn’t work and we need
a new model!”
2. Post the link to the survey on Social Media
3. Fill the survey out yourself!
Thanks everyone!

INJURED? You have the right
to select your own Qualiﬁed
Rehabilitation Consultant.

Contact Steve Aldrich, QRC

It’s Sept.
27, Get

DCI of Minnesota

Signed
Up!

(218)525-3611 or (800)450-1789

www.dcirehab.com

Assisting workers in northern MN and WI
PLEASE MENTION THIS LABOR WORLD AD

Labor Bowl
For Member Ass’t Fund
Call Lynette, 726-4775

Ironworker Retirees
Monthly Breakfast
Thursday, Sept. 18
9:00 a.m.
Twig Bakery & Cafe
3930 E. Calvary Rd.
DIVORCE • PATERNITY
CUSTODY/PARENTING TIME
GRANDPARENTING RIGHTS
STEP PARENT ADOPTIONS
FELONIES • DUI/DWI
MISDEMEANORS • OFPS/HROS
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Give back, be an active retiree
We lost a friend and our barber Monday morning when
Keith Gagnon was found dead
in his Labor Temple shop,
Union Harbor Hair. It was a
tough day for many of us who
knew him well after what I
think was 5.5 years of his buying the shop. He was only in
his mid-40s or so. I was really
sad when I happened to see
them gurney him out about
three hours after a customer
found him.
It’s odd how things like this
strike different people. Some of
us hurt yet the next day like he
had been next of kin. Others
move on quickly even if they
knew and liked him. Death
isn’t odd. We’ll all face it either
aware or unaware.
I really liked Keith and his
quirky personality. He wasn’t
like most people you meet, and
his shop was less than 50
strides down the hall from
where I make my living.
Keith gave me my flattops
or other cuts since he started in
the Labor Temple. His haircuts
were always done with a lot of
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chatter, even on days when I
just wanted to close my eyes
and take a break. It wasn’t
Keith’s fault, we enjoyed each
other’s company.
His dogs always greeted me
and he always asked, “How’s
Yarde” my Huskie-something
that he met at the house on a
snowshoeing visit. “How’s
Jennifer” was always in the
conversation. She remembered
with tears last night how he
loaded his plate with her great
homemade pizza and ate and
ate
while
murmuring
“Mmmmmm” and to me,
“Dude, how come you’re not
fat like me with Jennifer’s
cooking?We lost a friend and
our barber Monday morning
when Keith Gagnon was found
dead in his Labor Temple shop,
Union Harbor Hair. It was a
tough day for many of us who

knew him well after what I
think was 5.5 years of his buying the shop. He was only in
his mid-40s or so. I was really
sad when I happened to see
them gurney him out about
three hours after a customer
found him.
It’s odd how things like this
strike different people. Some of
us hurt yet the next day like he
had been next of kin. Others
move on quickly even if they
knew and liked him.
Death isn’t odd. We’ll all
face it either aware or unaware,
like the dying paper birch in the
yard or the mosquito we slap
on the side of our face.
I really liked Keith and his
quirky personality. He wasn’t
like most people you meet. His
shop was less than 50 strides
down the hall from where I
make my living.

Mills III’s registers ring wrong
Editor:
Stuart Mills III’s statements that he will protect our liberties
and will defend the Second Amendment could be hypocritical.
He brags he can pay the wages he does to his 6,000 employs
largely because his Huldra Mark IV .223 calibre high velocity
assault rifles sell so well, as does his low price ammo.
One has to ask, whose real interests and liberty is he so zealous to protect? Are serious cash register receipts to Mills Fleet
Farms threatened by requiring more common-sense safeguards
to the public on such high velocity weapons such as those advocated by Congressman Rick Nolan and many others?
The great majority of mass killing in America, and in all war
zones, are made more lethal, take more lives, and create greater
body trauma/amputation because bullet muzzle velocity in
excess of 3100 feet per second causes critical internal body damage that is ultra destructive to flesh, bones and internal organs.
So Mr. Stuart Mills III, citizens downwind from such destructive fire-power wonder: for what purpose can such weapons be
put other than being highly lucrative and fanning the flames of
paranoia in the fraudulent notion that such sales have anything to
do with protecting our liberties to be free of demented individuals who see nothing wrong with firing such weapons at other
human beings? Where is the freedom to be free from such
weapons of mass destruction? Is this the freedom the National
Rifle Association wants to protect? Or is it manufacturers whose
sales have sky-rocketed in spite of the increasing public concerns as to what purpose high velocity, high capacity weapons
have to do with our liberties? As their profits increase others
lament the unnecessary, avoidable, increasing morbidity and
mortality such “unchecked freedom” yields.
Michael Madden, Locomotive Machinist, Center City, MN
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By Philip Anderson, AFT-WI Retiree Chapter
Unions serve a number of useful purposes for working people. They give workers a voice in the workplace. They provide
protection from arbitrary treatment by an employer with workplace rules and grievance procedures. They negotiate better pay
and benefits.
But a retired worker no longer has an employer. So why
would a retired person join a retiree union? There are many reasons why I joined my retiree local.
Unions give you a collective voice even in retirement. That
voice can continue to protect your economic interests. Through
lobbying, policy research, and political activism many unions
help to advance the interests of all working people, including
retired workers. For example, unions have helped to create and
protect Social Security and Medicare on which most retirees
depend.
Unions help to protect pensions. Many unions provide oversight for company and public pensions. Some include retiree
benefits in the labor contract with the company. Some unions
even operate the retirement program.
Unions advocate for more fairness in our economy. Their
efforts to raise the minimum wage, achieve equal pay for
women, or advance workplace safety are good for everyone. In
a consumer driven economy we all do better when everyone
does better.
Unions help to keep you informed. Unions monitor and analyze legislation to protect your interests. They provide information on your elected representatives voting records in areas of
interest to union members. At election time unions make recommendations, called endorsements, on which candidates
appear to be the best choice.
Unions lobby on your behalf. The devil is in the details.
Unions work to influence the details of legislation. There are
many “special interests” busy trying to get their agenda enacted
and protect their piece of the pie. Often these groups are not
advancing the public good or your best interests.
Unions often provide benefits such as group insurance plans,
dental coverage, and discount legal services that can help many
retirees.
But for me being a retiree union member is not about what I
receive. It is about what I can give back. I have a small but comfortable retirement. Over many years, many activists worked to
build this security and the social supports on which we all
depend (and too often take for granted). Being a union member
gives me a chance to protect what I have, work to expand social
justice for everyone, and do my part to keep unions alive for my
children and grandchildren.
If you were represented by a union in the past, you can continue to be a member or join an affiliated retiree group. Check
with your union for details. If you are not union connected, you
can join Working America. Sponsored by the AFL-CIO,
Working America provides benefits, a voice, and a way to We
lost a friend and our barber Monday morning when Keith
Gagnon was found dead in his Labor Temple shop, Union
Harbor Hair. It was a tough day for many of us who knew him
well after what I think was 5.5 years of his buying the shop. He

Obama: I’d join a Union

During a Labor Day speech in Milwaukee, the union busting
state of Gov. Scott Walker, President Obama uttered a phrase that
has not been heard from a sitting president since the FDR days,
“If I were looking for a good job that lets me build some security for my job, I’d join a union. If I were busting my butt in the
service industry and wanted an honest day’s pay for an honest
day’s work, I’d join a union, President Obama said.” He also
endorsed the “Fight for $15” fast-food worker’s movement.
Clips are on theroottv and Whitehouse.gov blog.
Meanwhile on the Sept. 4 Rush Limbaugh Show, Fox News
contributor Erick Erickson called minimum wage workers failures stating: “If you're a 30 -something year- old person and
you’re making minimum wage, you’ve probably failed at life.
It’s not that life dealt you a bad hand. Life does not deal you
cards. It’s that you failed at life.”
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“State of Working Wisconsin” report shows need for new governor
The Center On Wisconsin
Strategy released State of
Working Wisconsin 2014 (Part
1) Aug. 31. Here is a summary.
You can read the full report at
cows.org/_data/docu
ments/1647.pdf
This year the national labor
market finally recovered to the
2007 pre-recession benchmark.
Given millions more working
age adults in our labor market
today than in 2007, however, it
is no surprise that the US still

has persistently high levels of
long-term
unemployment,
involuntary part-time work and
tepid wage growth. In
Wisconsin, the situation is, in
some ways, worse.

Significant Jobs Deficit

growth since then (108,500).

Slower Job Growth
Over the course of the
recovery, Wisconsin lagged
behind the national job growth
rate (4.0 v. 6.1%). That means
every time national growth
should have given Wisconsin
three jobs, the state added just
two. WI would have 58,000
more jobs today if state jobs
had grown at the national rate.

Wisconsin needs 130,400
jobs today to get back to the
2007 level of employment, taking into account the shortfall
(WI jobs still 21,900 below
2007), plus jobs needed to
accommodate
population Severe Racial Inequality
Wisconsin African American unemployment (15 percent) is 2.8 times higher than
At its August 25 meeting the Carlton County Central Labor Wisconsin’s white unemployBody added more names to its list of Labor-endorsed candidates. ment rate (5.4 percent). Only
Mark Thell was endorsed in his first time bid for Carlton three states (MN, NE, and LA)
County Commissioner.
and Washington DC posted
Two candidates were endorsed for higher levels of black/white
School Board for Cloquet Public disparity.
Schools, ISD 94. They are David
Wage Stagnation
Battaglia and Dan Danielson. Both are
The
annual hourly real
incumbents
wage
increase
for the median
seeking reworker
(1979-2013).
Taking
election.
inflation
into
account,
the
T h e
median
wage
grew
by
just
50¢
CCCLB
from $16.50 in 1979 to $17.00
Mark Thell
had previper hour in 2013. (Wages
o u s l y
expressed in 2013 dollars.) The
endorsed incumbents in District 11 for
median wage has ticked up in
state legislative races. They are
the last few years but remains
Senator Tony Lourey, Rep. Mike
below the pre-recession high.
Sundin, and Rep. Tim Faust.
Dan Danielson

Endorsements in Carlton Co

Gender Gap Closing
The gender gap has narrowed in the last few decades.
In 1979, at the median, for
every dollar a man earned,
women earned 59 cents. By
2013, women earned 82 cents.
The shrinking gap is the result
of an increase in women’s
wages and declining wages for
men (declines concentrated in
the 1980s and early 90s).

Manufacturing Decline
Manufacturing employment
has fallen from 600,000 in
2000 to 466,000 in 2014 leaving fewer than four workers
employed in manufacturing
today for every five employed
in 2000. It is true that manufac-

turing has produced jobs in the
recovery, but not at rates that
will get us back to levels of the
past. And despite these losses,
Wisconsin remains consistently among the top of states in
terms
of
manufacturing
employment.

Act 10 Aftermath
Given the structure of Act
10, it is no surprise that
Wisconsin’s public sector
unionization rate is falling. The
state’s public sector unionization rate has fallen from over
50 percent, to 35 percent. The
decline in Dane County is
much more dramatic with public sector unionization falling
in half over just one year, from
55% in 2011 to 26% in 2012.

Volunteers from Building Trades unions have completed
their 13th “playhouse” for the Miller Dwan Foundation’s
fundraiser. Left to right are IBEW 242’s Don Smith, and
Carpenters 361’s Matt Campanario, Erik Magnuson, and
Paul Lundquist. This Beach House Bungalow, valued at
$20,000, can be viewed at 2nd St./5th Ave. E. It’s worth the
trip to see the great union craftsmanship. It will be auctioned off Sept. 27 at ARTcetera.

SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY

800-535-1665
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Free riders

State Fair poll tells legislators what folks are thinking
By a slim margin, Minnesotans believe the state should not
legalize the use of recreational marijuana. However, they
strongly support same-day voter registration and lean toward
increasing the state’s gas tax for road and bridge construction.
Conducted by the nonpartisan House Public Information
Services Office, the annual state fair poll is an informal, unscientific survey of issues discussed in prior legislative sessions
and may be topics of discussion in 2015. 7,607 people took the
2014 poll. If marijuana isn’t your bag, maybe some of these
other questions are. Here’s a look at the questions and results.
Totals are for those that actually voted on the question.
1. Should e-cigarettes be regulated like tobacco cigarettes?
Yes...........................................66.4%...............(5,046)
No............................................23.4%...............(1,778)
Undecided/No Opinion...........10.2%..................(772)
2. Should the state refuse to provide any additional public subsidies to the NFL for the 2018 Super Bowl here?
Yes...........................................70.1%...............(5,312)
No............................................20.1%...............(1,524)
Undecided/No Opinion...........9.8%....................(741)
3. Should employers be required to give veterans the
opportunity to take Veterans Day off?
Yes...........................................65.2%...............(4,939)
No............................................22.5%...............(1,706)
Undecided/No Opinion...........12.3%..................(934)
4. A person convicted of a felony is not eligible to vote
while serving any part of their sentence, including time in
a correctional facility or any time on probation, parole or
other supervised release. Should the law be changed so a
person convicted of a felony regains their right to vote
immediately upon release from a correctional facility?
Yes...........................................43.7%...............(3,311)
No............................................47.2%...............(3,572)
Undecided/No Opinion...........9.1%....................(690)
5. Should Minnesota do away with same-day voter registration; thereby requiring all voters to be registered
before Election Day?
Yes...........................................25.8%...............(1,957)
No............................................70.7%...............(5,354)
Undecided/No Opinion...........3.5%....................(266)

6. Should liquor stores be permitted to open on Sundays?
Yes..........................................64.1%...............(4,863)
No...........................................27.5%...............(2,085)
Undecided/No Opinion..........8.4%....................(634)
7. Consumers can now purchase lottery tickets and play
scratch games online, at the gas pump or at an ATM-like
machine. Should this be prohibited?
Yes..........................................34.9%...............(2,647)
No...........................................50.0%...............(3,791)
Undecided/No Opinion..........15.1%...............(1,144)
8. A simple majority is now needed for the Legislature to
put a proposed constitutional amendment on the ballot.
Should this threshold be increased?
Yes..........................................51.6%...............(3,903)
No...........................................36.8%...............(2,785)
Undecided/No Opinion..........11.6%..................(877)
9. Should Minnesota allow the recreational use of marijuana for those age 21 and over?
Yes..........................................43.3%...............(3,277)
No...........................................48.1%...............(3,640)
Undecided/No Opinion..........8.7%....................(656)
10. Should public schools be required to provide swimming lessons to students in kindergarten through 12th
grade?
Yes.........................................38.4%...............(2,904)
No..........................................49.6%...............(3,757)
Undecided/No Opinion..........12.0%..................(907)
11. Minnesota now imposes a sales tax on candy and soft
drinks. Should the definition of taxable foods be expanded to include snack items such as chips, popcorn, cookies
and ice cream novelties?
Yes.........................................46.5%...............(3,526)
No..........................................47.3%...............(3,588)
Undecided/No Opinion..........6.2%....................(468)
12. Should the state’s gas tax be increased by 5 cents a
gallon to help fund the backlog of highway and bridge
needs around the state?
Yes..........................................54.0%...............(4,087)
No...........................................40.5%...............(3,068)
Undecided/No Opinion..........5.5%....................(420)
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...from page 8

logic of the freeloader by
creating another category of
workers who need not pay anything to the collective institutions that represent them. The
booming home health care
industry is now poised for an
employer offensive against
home health workers who want
to work together to improve
their conditions of employment. What is worse, the
majority decision in that case,
authored by Justice Samuel
Alito, revealed the court’s predisposition to expand a “right
to work” mentality into every
corner of the public sector, one
of the last places where organized labor is still strong.
The Labor Day holiday provides an important occasion on
which to recognize how
Americans have benefited from
the accomplishments of organized labor. Honoring this legacy means refuting those who
are encouraging free-riding.
And it means recognizing that
we’re all better off when we
see the connection between
individual interests and collective action.
Amy B. Dean is a fellow of
the Century Foundation and a
principal of ABD Ventures, a
consulting firm that works to
develop innovative strategies
for organizations devoted to
social change. She wrote this
piece for Al Jazeera America.
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Fast food workers walk again...from page 1
Liaison Program News
from Lynette Swanberg , Director
AFL-CIO Community Services and United Way Partnership
commservices@unitedwayduluth.org
218-726-4775

Lreinnag to Read is a Msut
Lynette’s Note: This is a great article about a new program
between United Way of Greater Duluth and Americorps written
by Jessica TeSelle.
Did you know that learning to read is a challenge for almost
40 percent of kids? That is close to 1 in 3 of the Duluth school
age population. Looking around at your friends, family, and
neighbors: would you volunteer to make sure that they and their
children are given every opportunity to succeed in life through
learning to read?
Although it sounds like a simple task, children without reading skills by 3rd grade are unlikely to graduate. New research
shows grades and absenteeism rates by 3rd grade can predict
dropouts with 90% accuracy. Once the child has fallen behind
in reading, they struggle with learning for the rest of school
since they are now expected to learn through reading.
With this in mind, keep an eye out for the Reader, Tutor,
Mentor program, starting this September in our local community. The United Way of Greater Duluth and True North
AmeriCorps are partnering together with local non-profit outof-school programs to bring the Reader, Tutor, Mentor Program
to after school youth-serving agencies.
According to United Way Worldwide, only 20% of a student’s time is spent in school. This means that our out-of-school
programs need volunteers to make sure that they can best serve
youth in the community. Spending an hour reading a book, or
working on a math problem, or sharing a favorite activity could
make all the difference. With school starting up, consider giving
back by volunteering to become a reader, tutor, or mentor for a
child in our community.
United Way of Greater Duluth is committed to improving the
quality of life in the Greater Duluth area. Our focus on education is about helping children enter school ready to learn, succeed in school, and graduate high school prepared for college,
work, and life. We work together with organizations and individuals to achieve positive and lasting change in our community.
For more information, visit volunteerduluth.org and click
Reader Tutor Mentor. Applications are available online as well.
Contact Jessica TeSelle at 218-726-4780 or by email at
volunteeroutreach@unitedwayduluth.org for information, questions, and concerns.
For information on available services or to volunteer for
Committee-sponsored or other community projects, please contact Lynette Swanberg, Community Services Director, at 218726-4775 or email me at commservices@unitedwayduluth.org.
Opportunities are abundant and your participation is welcomed.

McDonald’s on the city’s
South Side. More than 450
workers demonstrated outside
the 87th Street McDonald’s for
several hours before marching
out onto South Wabash
Avenue. Once in the streets
many linked arms and sat down
in front of the store to make
their point about the necessity
of a living wage. Police arrested them for refusing an order to
move.
Douglas Hunter, 53, who
works in maintenance for a
West Side McDonald’s, said
“We shouldn’t be scratching
and scraping every day just to
get by. How can I pay $750
rent and raise my 16 year-old
daughter on that?” he asked of
his $9.25 hourly wage after six
years on the job. “After bills I
have $25 left for the two of us
to live on for a whole week -and this is back-to-school
time.”
“I had to raise my kids on
$8 an hour," added Cecelia
Carella, 47, as she rolled up her
left sleeve to show an arm covered with burns and scars she
said she got from working with
the fryers. “Only recently,” she
said, “when all the protests

started, they raised us up to
$9.25.”
The normally busy South
Side McDonald's, which handles a brisk rush-hour breakfast
crowd, was almost devoid of
customers from 6 a.m.-10 a.m.
The few who came in supported the workers.
“I am glad they have had an
impact on the business,” said
Hammond Carter, a retiree
drinking a cup of coffee. “You
can’t live on what they pay,
especially if you got kids.”
The protests drew notice
from prominent politicians, all
Democrats. President Barack
Obama praised the workers in a
Labor
Day
speech
in
Milwaukee where Congresswoman Gwen Moore was one
of those arrested. Rep. Keith
Ellison, D-Minn., leading congressional champion of their
cause, addressed the crowd in
Minneapolis.
Earlier this year, fast food
worker pressure led Seattle to
adopt a $15 hourly living wage
law.
“All across the country right
now there’s a national movement going on made up of fastfood workers organizing to lift

wages so they can provide for
their families with pride and
dignity,” Obama said. “If I
were busting my butt in the
service industry and wanted an
honest day’s pay for an honest
day’s work, I’d join a union.
I’d want a union looking out
for me.”
Ellison called the inequity
in pay “unacceptable.” He
declared that “people should be
paid so that if you are working
fulltime, you are not living in
poverty.”
Workers from McDonald’s
in Argentina and Brazil showed
up in solidarity in Chicago.
Francis Cabrera, who has
worked for almost three years
at a McDonald's in Buenos
Aires, said, “I’m here to support my brothers and sisters in
the United States, and to say
that if we can have a union in
Argentina they should be able
to have one here in the U.S. If
you work for McDonald’s in
my country you are also in the
union and you get paid sick
days, vacation, holidays,
maternity and paternity leave
and profit sharing. Why not the
same for my brothers and sisters here?” he asked.
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Conservatives dislike free riders but promote them for organized labor
by Amy B. Dean
American
communities
depend on collective action.
Fire and police departments are
great examples: They can function successfully because all of
us pay in — not only those
whose houses have burned
down or been burglarized.
These institutions work on
the principle that the most
effective way to protect individual interests is for all to contribute a little for the common
benefit. When someone doesn’t
contribute, everyone suffers. If
someone didn’t want to chip in
for firefighters or police officers but still expected the benefits of these collective protections, they would be considered freeloaders, and their
behavior would be rightly vilified.
Yet when it comes to the
labor movement, free-riding is
exactly the response that conservatives are encouraging.
Throughout the country,
Republicans have been pushing to expand “right to work”
laws, which force unions to
represent employees who do
not pay to receive these benefits. It’s as if people were
allowed to avoid paying in for
firefighters yet the fire department were still required to
serve them.
Whether they actively participate or not, individuals in a
workplace where a union is
present benefit from collective
organization. On average,
workers covered by union contracts have wages 13.6 percent
higher than their nonunion
counterparts. Conservatives
disingenuously advocate that
employees opt out from paying
for such collective benefits
without acknowledging how
this undermines improved conditions for all. In short, they are
calling for free-riding.
This Labor Day, we should
affirm the benefits that unions
have created — not only for
their members but for all working people in America.
In 2012, Indiana and
Michigan passed “right to
work” laws obligating unions
to represent workers whether
or not they pay into collective
organizations. Since then, there
has been a push to pass similar
measures throughout the country, with at least 21 other states
debating whether to follow
suit.
“Right to work” supporters
present their position as promoting free choice for employees, but in fact, their advocacy
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is clearly designed for the benefit of employers. By weakening collective institutions,
employers gain the right to pay
whatever they want as long as
they meet minimum wage
requirements, without significant input from those they hire.
The result is downward pressure on wages.
Few conservatives would
publicly promote going back to
working conditions that existed
before
organized
labor.
Standards we take for granted
today — such as prohibitions
against child labor, the five-day
work week and the minimum
wage — were implemented
only after being pushed for
decades by people who had
come together in unions. The
eight-hour workday has been a
goal of the American
Federation of Labor since it
was founded in 1886, and it
became reality in an increasing
number of U.S. workplaces
thanks to persistent union
advocacy. Medicare, established in 1965, had been
pushed by labor leaders since
Harry Truman’s administration
20 years earlier. The very contours of our working lives,
from paid lunch breaks to
retirement plans, were victories
won by labor unions.
As one popular bumper
sticker reminds us, the members of the labor movement are
“the folks who brought you the
weekend.”
Since such gains are overwhelmingly popular, conservatives will not challenge them
head on. Instead, they use
disingenuous language about
individual choice as a way to
undermine collective organization by employees.
The “right to work” laws
being promoted today are
based on several erroneous
arguments.
First, the idea that employees in union workplaces are
forced to pay dues for activities
that they may disagree with
politically misinterprets current
law. As the Center for
American Progress explains,
“Federal law already guarantees that no one can be forced
to be a member of a union or to
pay any amount of dues or fees
to a political or social cause
they don’t support. What ‘right
to work’ laws do is allow some
workers to receive a free ride,
getting the advantages of a
union contract — such as higher wages and benefits and protection against arbitrary discipline — without paying any fee

associated with negotiating on
these matters.”
Second, regardless of
whether an employee is a union
member and pays full dues, all
workers in a shop where there
is a union receive the benefits
of a collectively won contract.
In addition to higher wages,
union members were 53.9 percent more likely to have a pension and 28.2 percent more
likely to have health insurance
than
nonunion
workers.

Historically in unionized sectors, labor has set standards
such as due process rights in
firing; these have then become
the norm for nonunion workers
in the same industries.
After the Idaho legislature
passed “right to work” legislation in 1985 in an attempt to
break unions, working people
— whether they belonged to a
union or not — suffered. The
wages of nonunion workers in
that state fell by 4.2 percent,

according to work done by
Henry Farber, an economist at
Princeton. Similarly, after
Oklahoma passed a “right to
work” law in 2001, unemployment actually rose — and manufacturing companies left the
state anyway.
The expansion of such laws
should concern everyone —
union member or not. The
recent Supreme Court decision
Harris v. Quinn extended the
See Free riders...page 6

Labor leaders and friends were among those at the airport Aug. 28 to greet Rep. Joe
Kennedy, in Minnesota to help Rep. Rick Nolan’s campaign. A grandson of Robert Kennedy, he was elected in 2012 to fill the seat formerly held by Rep. Barney Frank.

“Before I started at the

firm, I severely underestimated
the counseling role of a lawyer.
People don't come to a lawyer
because it's fun. People come
because they are struggling
with important decisions in
their lives. Providing a safe
and reassuring environment for my clients, as we work through
making those important decisions, is key.
I've found that, if you provide clients with
that extra level of support, they tend to come
out the other side of litigation feeling much
more satisfied with the outcome.”
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